PIROUETTE® Shadings
LUXAFLEX® Window Fashions is Australia’s
largest and most inspirational Window Fashions
provider for over 50 years. Superior testing
and quality craftsmanship together with a
5 year warranty makes LUXAFLEX® PIROUETTE®
Shadings the perfect choice for your home.

MAIN FEATURE
LUXAFLEX® PIROUETTE® Shadings combines the style
of a soft window covering with the ability to control
light and privacy in an entirey unique new way.
Designed to completely colour co-ordinate with the
headrail and bottomrail providing functionality, style
and versatility to complement the interior fashion of
any room.

SCIENTIFIC FACT
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The revolutionary Invisi-Lift system has the capability
to suspend fabric vanes on a sheer backing
allowing you to flatten the vanes for a modern and
contemporary finish, slightly raise the vanes for a
gentle contoured look or fully open the vanes to
provide an unobstructured view to the outside.

UNIQUE BENEFITS
PIROUETTE® Shadings are a patented product
exclusive to LUXAFLEX® Window Fashions offering
a stylish colour palette in two diverse fabric styles Linen and Satin. Both of these ranges are available
in either 100mm or 120mm vane sizes and in
translucent or room darkeining opacities.
You can also choose from two operating systems
to suit any home and child safety requirements
including:
• EasyRise System, which is a single continuous
cord loop operation
• ULTRAGLIDE® System, a smooth and effortless
operation with a retractable cord that maintains a
constant length

“I love living with LUXAFLEX ® PIROUETTE ®
Shadings because not only are they visually
stunning, they allow me to have privacy
whilst still maintaing my view to the outside
world“...LUXAFLEX ® Customer.
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Why choose PIROUETTE® Shadings versus other window covering styles?
• Innovative operation Invisi-Lift System suspends the shading’s soft vanes
for variable light control allowing the horizontal vanes to ﬂoat gracefully,
providing a clean, uncluttered look.
• Provides the ultimate ﬂexibility. Flatten the vanes for a smooth and
contemporary ﬁnish and room darkening, slightly raise for a gentle
contoured look eliminating harsh shadows in the favour of grace, warmth
and allure of dawn’s soft light and fully open the vanes allowing a softened
outside view through the sheer backing.
• Offers countless choices from a wide range of colours all available in
translucent and room-darkening opacities. PIROUETTE® Shadings are colour
co-ordinated with a fabric covered headrail and bottomrail with matching
co-ordinated cord loop and end caps allowing you to personalise your very
own style.
• EasyRise operating system offers complete child safety, providing peace of
mind for you and your family.

Flat Vanes

Unique Design

Contoured Vanes

Open Vanes

Invisi-lift System

Why choose PIROUETTE® Shadings versus competitor products?
• A brand you can trust
LUXAFLEX® Window Fashions leads the way in product development and
innovation and is the inventor of PIROUETTE® Shadings, holding patent on
this product. There is like no other in the Australian market built with style
that has redeﬁned elegance and sophistication in the window fashions
market.

• Piece of mind
5 Year Warranty* offered by a reputable brand to provide you piece of mind
in the unlikely event you need to make a claim.

• Unique design
There is no other window covering in Australia like PIROUETTE® Shadings,
it’s a completely new revoltuionary product. Variable light control, privacy
and view through all in one shading that features soft horizontal fabric
vanes attached to a single sheer backing. Soft diffused light harmonizes
with the style and sophistication of any décor from casual to contemporary,
or traditional.
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The PIROUETTE® Shadings Range Overview
• Fabric choices of 100mm & 120mm vane sizes
• Fabric choices of translucent & room-darkening vanes
• Fabric ranges of Satin and Linen
• Operating choices of EasyRise and ULTRAGLIDE® Systems

Easy to maintain

Child Saftey

PIROUETTE® Shadings are made from 100% polyester, which means they
are inherently durable and resilient. All that is required is dusting and a light
vacuum to keep them looking beautiful.

The EasyRise Operating System offers complete child safety with its continuous
cord loop. The retractable cord of the ULTRAGLIDE® Operating System also
provides a child safety solution by offering a constant cord length as there are
no long cords hanging down.

Fabric ranges
Satin Fabric Range:
The silky fabric has a smooth, consistent pattern and a dense rich weave which
gives it a contemporary and sophisticated look with lustrous shine. Available in
both translucent and room-darkening opacities.

100mm

120mm

Linen Fabric Range:
With the classic and timeless style of linen, in a variety of earthy-tone colours,
this fabric range is the ideal choice to accent windows with a natural texture.
Available in both translucent and room-darkening opacities.

Choice of operating methods

Open

100mm

EASYRISE

ULTRAGLIDE®

EasyRise Operating System offers a single
continuous cord loop operation with a correctly
mounted cord tensioner device.

The ULTRAGLIDE® Operating System offers a
smooth, effortless operation with a retractable
cord which retains a constant cord length for
neater appearance.

120mm

Closed

* Conditions apply. See website for details.
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